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Abstract
:H SUHVHQW DQ H[SHULPHQWDO VWXG\ RI
GHWHUPLQLVWLF WLPHWDEOLQJ VWUDWHJLHV IRU WKH
JHQHUDWLRQRIXQLYHUVLW\WLPHWDEOHV:HGLVWLQJXLVK
WKUHHSULRULWL]DWLRQFULWHULDZKLFKGLIIHUE\WKHW\SH
DQG DPRXQW RI LQIRUPDWLRQ UHTXLUHG WR VHOHFW WKH
FRXUVHV WR VFKHGXOH :H DQDO\]H WKH SHUIRUPDQFH
RI WKH WLPH WDEOLQJ VWUDWHJ\ DQG SULRULWL]DWLRQ
FULWHULDE\XVLQJDZRUNORDGZLWKFRXUVHV
SURIHVVRUVDQGFODVVURRPVIURPDUHDOVFHQDULR
7RDQDO\]HWKHSHUIRUPDQFHZHFRQGXFWHGDMRLQW
DQDO\VLVRIWKUHHPHWULFV:HHYDOXDWHWKHTXDOLW\RI
WKHREWDLQHGVROXWLRQVLQWHUPVRIWKHLUGHJUDGDWLRQ
DQGSHUIRUPDQFHSUR¿OHV
Keywords.8QLYHUVLW\WLPHWDEOLQJ6FKHGXOLQJ

Análisis de estrategias determinísticas
de calendarización, para la generación
de horarios universitarios
Resumen.
3UHVHQWDPRV XQ HVWXGLR H[SHULPHQWDO GH
XQD HVWUDWHJLD GH FDOHQGDUL]DFLyQ GHWHUPLQtVWLFD
SDUD OD JHQHUDFLyQ GH KRUDULRV XQLYHUVLWDULRV
'LVWLQJXLPRVWUHVFULWHULRVGHSULRUL]DFLyQ
TXH VH GLIHUHQFLDQ SRU HO WLSR \ FDQWLGDG GH
LQIRUPDFLyQ TXH UHTXLHUHQ SDUD VHOHFFLRQDU
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PDWHULDVDFDOHQGDUL]DU$QDOL]DPRVHOGHVHPSHxR
GH OD HVWUDWHJLD GH FDOHQGDUL]DFLyQ \ GH ORV
FULWHULRV GH SULRUL]DFLyQ DO DSOLFDU XQD FDUJD
GH WUDEDMR FRQ  FXUVRV  SURIHVRUHV \ 
VDORQHVFRUUHVSRQGLHQWHVDXQSURJUDPDHGXFDWLYR
XQLYHUVLWDULR UHDO &RQ HO ¿Q GH DQDOL]DU VX
GHVHPSHxRUHDOL]DPRVXQDQiOLVLVFRQMXQWRGHWUHV
PpWULFDV(YDOXDPRVODFDOLGDGGHODVVROXFLRQHV
REWHQLGDV HQ WpUPLQRV GH VX GHJUDGDFLyQ \ SHU¿O
GHGHVHPSHxR
Palabras clave: Calendarios universitarios,
Falendari]aFion

1 Introduction
This work studies the university timetabling
problem. It addresses a deterministic version of
the problem, since knowledge needed to produce
a solution is known. Only valid solutions are
considered. Solutions that violate hard constraints
are discarded. The quality of solutions is evaluated
under the perspective/objectives of two actors:
the university as the owner of the infrastructure
(classrooms), and the professors. We conduct a
joint analysis of metrics, giving equal importance
to the interest of both actors.
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We propose a heuristic for university
timetabling, namely Deterministic Time Tabling
Strategy (DTTS). DTTS systematically applies
a course reservation mechanism called Resource
Reservation Strategy (RRS). RRS creates a set of
reservations, if the hard constraints can be satis¿ed
for a given course.
We evaluate DTTS performance in terms of
its capacity to schedule a set of 126 courses and
65 professors over 12 resources corresponding to
a university department. Solutions are evaluated
in terms of three metrics: scheduled courses rate,
resource utilization and professor’s schedule
dispersion. DTTS robustness is analyzed by
evaluating its capacity to schedule the workload
under different resource capacity conditions.

2 Previous work
The timetabling problem consists of the
allocation of a sequence of jobs on a set of
resources, while satisfying a set of constraints [21].
In its more generic form, it implies the assignment
of courses and professors to classrooms in speci¿c
time periods, so that no single professor is assigned
to more than one classroom at the same moment,
and there is no classroom with more than one
course at the same time instance [20]. In summary,
the objective of timetabling is to ¿nd the ma[imum
set of time periods that satisfy space and time
restrictions given by professors, resources, and
students.
In the context of university course timetabling,
the following elements are disti nguished: academic
program, a composition of courses within the same
¿eld of knowledge the course with a series of
lectures associated to it. If it is possible, courses are
allocated to slots or time windows, and professor,

a human resource associated to a university
department. The professor teaches one or more
courses; student belongs to a university department
and can be a part of a group, classroom or physical
resource, where lectures take place.
In [18, 7, 21], two types of constraints are
distinguished: soft and hard. A solution must
meet all hard constraints, but it might omit soft
constraints. A solution is considered valid, if all
hard constraints are satis¿ed [7]. It is considered
feasible, if it is valid and all courses are scheduled
[17]. In addition, it is termed high quality solution,
if it satis¿es soft constraints [21].
Schaerf [19] distinguished three variants of the
timetabling problem: School timetabling (STT),
Course Timetabling, and Examination timetabling
(ETT). STT deals with weekly scheduling of
classes. It considers two hard constraints: a
professor cannot conduct simultaneous lectures and
concurrent lectures cannot occur in groups. Course
Timetabling, deals with weekly scheduling of
university courses, it includes STT constraints and
aims to minimize overlapping of courses shared by
common sets of students. Examination timetabling
refers to the scheduling of university departmental
exams. ETT aims to avoid overlapping of
examination days. Its objective is to distribute
exam application dates as much as possible within
the exam period.
The timetabling problem has been treated as a
deterministic problem, because all characteristics
of the problem are known. That is, the properties of
courses, professors and resources are known. The
timetabling problem, even for simple formulations,
is NP-Complete [13, 12, 6, 19, 21]. A solution
to the problem can be veri¿ed in polynomial
time. However, there is no known ef¿cient way
to ¿nd solutions in polynomial time, in terms of
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the size of the problem, unless NP equals to P.
To our knowledge, there is no approximation
algorithm capable of reducing the solution space.
In the literature, the timetabling problem has been
addressed via: sequential methods, clustering
heuristics, constraint programming, and heuristics,
such as genetic algorithms, Tabu search, simulated
annealing, and constraint satisfaction [5, 6].
Gans [11] proposed a combinatorial
heuristic used to schedule 21 school programs.
)oundsolutions satis¿ed all hard constraints.
Glover y McMillan [14] utilized administrative
science and AI to schedule a workload with
more than 100 employees. Aubin and Ferland [4]
proposed the generation of a master timetable by
grouping independent timetables. They proposed a
heuristic that penalizes overlapping and excessive
use of resources. Hertz [15] and Costa [10] used
Tabu search to reduce the number of conÀicts on
shared resources. Colorni [8] evaluated the quality
of solutions produced by a genetic algorithm
with those of different versions of simulated
annealing and Tabu search strategies. Predominant
characteristic of previous works are the use of
AI techniques and single criteria evaluation of
solutions.
Constraint satisfaction approaches have also
been applied [16]. They are characterized by
the type of constraints (hard and soft), domain
(discrete and continuous); and the amount of
constrains to satisfy (binary, unitary, multiples and
n-ary). CSP are studied using operation research
and AI technics, such as: search trees, look back
algorithms (back-jumping, conÀict-directed backjumping), look-ahead algorithms, and stochastic
methods (hill climbing, Tabu search, simulated
annealing, genetic algorithms, among others).
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 Problem de¿nition
University timetabling problem is formulated as
follows.
There exists a planning horizon [0,T] divided
in periods
, with
. Period
duration is constant, one hour in our study. There
exist resources, each has its own availability and
planning horizon, both of size T. We assume full
availability of resources.Therefore, no reservations
exist prior the scheduling process. Resource
capacity is not considered.
courses
, , n are scheduled within the
planning horizon. A course is described by the
tuple
with duration of
lecture
; lab hours
, workshop hours
, clinical hours
; release time = 0,
and course identi¿er
Initially all courses are
released at time 0. During the scheduling process
their release times are set according to availability
of the professor and the resources available.
The number of employees
(t) who teaches
course in the period
is one. Given a
set E of employees, with
, each employe
e E is quali¿ed to teach a subset
of courses.
For example,
{1,2} implies that employee is
quali¿ed to teach only courses 1 and 2.
The availability pattern of employee is de¿ned
as following.
A binary array
1ife is available in
the time slot
, otherwise
, which
means that there is no availability.
When a course is allocated into at a time slot
, the value of
is changed from 1 to 0.
A planning horizon is a composition of days from
Monday to Saturday. Other days combinations are
possible. We consider a daily window of 16 hours
(1:00am to 11:00pm), hence
hours.
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A working pattern in a time window is a binary
array _=
, such as
= 1 if in the time slot
course is imparted, otherwise its value
is cero. After the scheduling process, professors
and each resource have a working pattern.
The following hard constraints are considered:
1. There is no preference for employees.
Employee selection depends on the course list to
schedule.
2. Scheduling is done for one university
department programs. Resources are not shared
among departments.
3. Hours of Consecutive Class
of a course
are ¿nite. Furthermore, we limit the length
of to be no greater than 16 hours.
4. It is not allowed to have two or more
in
the same day.
models class hours, lab hours,
workshop hours, or clinic hours.
5. Summation of all
corresponding
to course must be equal to the sum of the hours
speci¿ed in its tuple.
6. An employee
cannot teach courses and
, at the same time period
.
7. Similarly, courses and
, cannot be
taught during the same time period
in the
same resource
.
A solution that satis¿es these constraints is
valid, even, if it does not schedule all courses in
the list. The concept of the group is not considered.

1 to 7. This scheduling process is denominated
Resource Reservation Strategy (RRS).RRS selects
resources available, by
a resource among the
means of a selection criterion. For example: the
resource with less reservations, randomly, with less
of more capacity, etc.
Given the course tj, RRS produces a set of
reservations, if and only if all of its durationsare
scheduled. Otherwise reservations are cancelled.

4 Scheduling heuristics
Requirements of a course are satis¿ed when its
vector of durations
is assigned to one
or more resources. During the scheduling process
durations are fragmented into blocks of size
and scheduled as early as possible in the employee
availability window. For each block, a reservation
is made in the resource that satis¿es constraints
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possible to the tagged resource. The tag is removed
if a reservation can no longer be done at the tagged
resource. Pseudocode 1 shows the RSS heuristic.
The scheduling heuristic consists of two
phases: reservation and con¿rmation. Given a
course, the reservation phase tries to create a set of
reservations. Reservations are regarded as tasks in
subsequent paragraphs. In the con¿rmation phase,
tasks are sent to their respective resources, thus
making reservations permanent.
courses
, the DTTS
Given
systematically takes one course , applies RRS
and produces a set of reservations or none. DTTS
keeps two logs: courses with reservations (TcR)
and courses that could not be scheduled (Task
with Failures, TcF). RRS generated reservations
are registered in TcR, while courses with no
reservations are stored in TcF. Once all courses are
processed by RRS, DTTS sends the tasks in TcR to
their corresponding resources. The local scheduler
at each resource receives the task and makes the
reservation permanent.

We assume an atomic reservation process.
Whenever possible, course
reservations are
made at the same resource, but at different days.
Initially there is no knowledge about resourcesfor
reservations.
Once the ¿rst
block is allocated the
resulting reservation is tagged with the id of the
selected resource. The tag is used to keep memory
of previous scheduling decisions. Subsequent
reservations, for the same course, are allocated if
180

DTTS receives a list of courses to schedule.
Each entry of the list contains the following ¿elds:
class hours , lab hours , workshop hours
, clinic hours
, release time rj, identi¿er
of course and identi¿er e E of the employee
quali¿ed to teach . DTTS produces a schedule
for each resource. Each schedule contains the
following ¿elds: release time , completion time
, identi¿er of the course , identi¿er of employee e.
Pseudo code 1 describes the execution of the
RSS. Alternate Àows try to ¿nd time intervals
compatible between course requirements,
employee and resource availability window.
When course requirements are not satis¿ed both
availability windows are restored to previous state.
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5.2 Experimental design
Employee and resource horizons are updated
each time a task is assigned to them. Reservations
made over one or more horizons are cancelled
when, given the requirements of a course,
compatible windows between employee and
resources do not exist.
Pseudo code 2 describes DTTS execution Àow,
which uses RRS and generates TcF and TcR logs.

Table 1 summarizes different aspects of the
experimental design.The number of faculty and
courses to teach is 65 and 126 respectively. 18
full time professors are considered, each with an
availability window of 8 hours with recess from
1:00 PM to 3:00 PM. The rest of the professors
are part time. Their availability varies. A total of
541 hours should be scheduled. The workload
corresponds to real requirements of an Engineering
School, Mexicali, CETYS University, JanuaryJune 2013 semester.
Table 1. Experimental design

5 Methodology
5.1 Ordered lists
Previous to the scheduling process, all courses
are inserted into a list. The course in the head of
the list is scheduled ¿rst. One course is scheduled
at a time. Three different orderings are studied:
Random (A), there is no preference in the selection
of courses; Part Time – Full Time (AP), courses
taught by part time professors are scheduled ¿rst;
Proportion of Hours Required from the Professor
(PHRP), courses corresponding to professors with
higher proportion of required hours are scheduled
¿rst. We evaluate DTTS and RSS analyzing
its performance on the three list orderings. We
evaluate the algorithm robustness analyzing its
performance varying the available number of
resources: 6, 8, 10, …, 26 and 28 resources.

5.3 Metrics
A good solution aims to satisfy expectations
from both the owner of the resources and form
faculty. University administrators aim to maximize
resource utilization and scheduled courses rate,
while faculty prefers to minimize dispersion in
their course schedule.
=

We distinguish three metrics: utilization U
, where
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represents the duration of course , HT is the
total number of hours to schedule, and g( ) is a
function that assigns course to a set of resources
{ }; scheduled course rate PCC =|{scheduled
courses} / |{courses}|; and normalized average
time dispersion.
Let
y be two tasks corresponding to one
or more courses in
such that i jwhere i  j,
that is, is an immediate predecessor of in the same
working day. Average time dispersion of employee
e is =
, where is the start time of ;
is the end time of ; and is the number of tasks in
the working window of employee . We normalize
the employee average time dispersion
=
,
such that when
tends to one average dispersion
in employee working window is big. It is desirable
that
tends to cero. Finally, normalized average
time dispersion is dn =
For professor , we de¿ne PHRP as the rate of the
number of hours required to teach all courses in
over the number of hours in employee availability
window.
The workload is composed of a sample of
400 lists of the 126! possiblelists. A degree of
variability of 50, 95 con¿dence level, and /5 precision level is used to determine the sample
size. A list L with AP ordering is generated by
creating two sub-lists: for courses taught by part
time professors and
for courses taught by full
time professors.
Elements in lists y are permutated using the
algorithm that randomizes in place [9], then y
are concatenated in . A list with PHRP ordering
is generated using the set of lists
{ ,
, ... , }. List
contains courses of professors
with same PHRP. Lists are sorted in descending
order according to their PHRP index and are
concatenated into L.
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6 Results
6.1 Increasing number of resources
Figure1 shows the average of scheduled course
rate. DTTS performance using PHRP is marginally
superior to AP and Random. 60 of courses are
programed with only six resources, independently
of the list ordering. Average of course rate using
PHRP approximates 100 by increasing the
number of available resources. With 14 resources
AP and Random rate approximates 92, while
PHRP attains 100.
Results presented in Figure 1 consider valid
solutions, that is, those which satisfy all hard
constraints. However, AP and Random do not
¿nd feasible solutions with a reduced number of
resources. Result presented in Table 2 show that
PHRP, AP, and Random produce feasible solutions
with 14, 20 and 24 resources respectively. From the
400 course lists ordered under PHRP, 194 produce
feasible solutions. Additionally, PHRP ¿nds the
higher number of feasible solutions.
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We say that an availability pattern is compatible if
it does not overlap with other patterns.

Figure 1. Average scheduled course rate

7DEOH1XPEHURIJHQHUDWHGVROXWLRQV
Figure 2. Average resource utilization

DTTS systematically takes an availability pattern
and tries to ¿nd a subset of time slots to assign the
professor courses. PHRP selects availability patterns
where a higher number of courses can be scheduled.
We denominate patterns with this characteristic as
congested. PHRP produces solutions with higher
scheduled course rate by creating opportunities for
a higher number of compatible congested patterns.

Independent of the list ordering, a maximum
utilization of 80 is obtained. It is achieved, when
6 resources are used (See Figure 2). As expected,
utilization decreases when the number of available
resources increases. PHRP utilization is higher
than the one obtained using AP and Random
in the interval between 8 and 18 resources. This
happens because PHRP ¿nds a higher number
of compatible congested windows. With 12 and
14 resources DTTS+PHRP achieves utilization
between 66 and 58, which is comparable with
results presented in [Error! Reference source
not found., Error! Reference source not found.,
Error! Reference source not found.]. Therefore,
we can conclude that timetables generated by
DTTS produce reasonable resource utilization.
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)LJXUH1RUPDOL]HGDYHUDJHSURIHVVRU
time dispersion

)LJXUH'HJUDGDWLRQRI$YJVFKHGXOHG
course rate

Figure 3 shows professor time dispersion. When
6 resources are used, AP and Random produce
solutions with normalized average dispersion of
approximately 0.5, while PHRP have a dispersion
of 0.3. Solutions generated by PHRP have 20
less dispersion than the other two orderings. With
12 resourcesor more, dispersiontends to 0.25.

From Figures 4, 5, and 6, it is not possible to
measure, with a reasonable precision, how better
one ordering with respect to another one. However,
¿gures show that DTTS produces better solutions
using PHRP for all metrics.
Solutions generated by AP and Random are
3 and 3.5 worse than those found by PHRP in
terms of scheduled course rate. AP and Random
utilization are approximately 3.6 and 4 worse
than PHRP. Time dispersion in solutions generated
by AP and Random are approximately 7 worse
than those generated by PHRP. In summary, AP
and Random obtain an average degradation of
4.5 and 5, while PHRP obtains the best average
degradation, see Figure7.

6.2 Degradation
In this section, we evaluate DTTS degradation
using three input list orderings, 126 courses, 65
professors and 12 classrooms (resources). We select
12 resources from real scenario of 12 resources in
the semester timetable.
Degradation is de¿ned as the rate between a
generated solution and the best generated solution
for one metric of interest:
=
. A degradation of cero is
desirable.
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)LJXUH'HJUDGDWLRQRI$YJUHVRXUFH
utilization

Figure 7. Avg. degradation of the three
metrics

6.3 Performance pro¿les

)LJXUH'HJUDGDWLRQRI$YJSURIHVVRU
time dispersion

We analyze DTTS performance pro¿le with
Random, AP and PHRP using 12 resources. We
found that 50, 30 and less than 10 of the
solutions generated by PHRP, AP and Random are
equal to the best generated solution in terms of the
scheduled course rate (see Figure 8). However,
within a factor of 0.02 from the best generated
solution, the percentage of AP and Random
generated solutions quickly increase to 80 and
70 respectively. It is important to remark that this
happens because of the capacity of the strategies
to ¿nd valid solutions, although not necessarily
feasible solutions.
Generated solutions are marginally 0.02 times
worse or equal to the best generated solution.
However, it does not imply that solutions are
feasible.
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vary, then response variables can be affected. This
case will be studied in the future work.

Figure 8. Schedule course rate
We found that, in terms of utilization,
approximately 50, 30 and less than 10 of
PHRP, AP and Random, respectively, generate
solutions equal to the best generated solution
(Figure 9). Within a factor of 0.02, AP and Random
increase to 85 and 45 respectively. PHRP had
the best dispersion, see degradation analysis.
However, the amount of solutions with equal
professor time dispersion is near cero (Figure
10). Approximately 40 of Random generated
orderings are equal to or up to 1.05 times worse
than the best generated solution.
Almost 100 of the solutions generated by
PHRP are within a factor of 1.06 from the best
generated solution.
From the previous analysis, we conclude that
the advantage of PHRP over AP and Random is
marginal, when considering valid solutions.
In general AP and Random can produce
numerous solutions close to the best generated
solution within a factor of 0.03. These results
cannot be considered conclusive, if problem
restrictions are modi¿ed or amounts of resources
186

Figure 9. Resource utilization

)LJXUH'LVSHUVLRQ
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7 Conclusions

University timetabling requires an effective
allocation of courses to resources, given a set of
hard constraints, different professor availabilities,
and frequently a reduced number of resources.
It is a combinatory optimization problem and it
is classi¿ed as NP-Complete, therefore, there is
no knowledge of ef¿cient algorithms to ¿nd an
optimal solution.
In this work, we propose a deterministic
heuristic called Deterministic Timetabling Strategy
(DTTS) to generate university timetables. We
analyze its performance under three different
input list ordering conditions (Random, AP and
PHRP) to determine which input produce best
solutions. We evaluate the quality of the solutions
in terms of three metrics: scheduled course rate,
utilization, and professor time dispersion. For the
selection of the best strategy, we conduct a joint
analysis of the metrics in terms of the mean and
degradation. In multi-criteria analysis, we assume
equal importance of each metric. To address the
possibility of biased results, where a small number
of instances of the problem have large deviations
that affect the average results, we analyze the
performance pro¿le of the strategies.
Our study results in these contributions:
 We developed and analyzed the performance
of DTTS using different input criteria
 *We proposed and evaluated a mechanism
for resource selection, speci¿cally selection
in terms of the Least Number of Reservations
(LNR)
 We demonstrated that PHRP + DTTS + MNR
strategy ¿nds the largest number of feasible
solutions via proof of concept. We conclude
that it results bene¿cial to allocate courses of
professors with more academic load relative to

their availability ¿rst.
We demonstrated that AP + DTTS + MNR and
Random + DTTS + MNR possess the capacity
to produce high percentage of valid solutions,
although not feasible solutions.

When analyzing DTTS performance using real
data, we found that an appropriate distribution of
courses is achieved by prioritizing the allocation of
courses in terms of the course load of professors.
At the same time, we useknowledge
of the number of reservations held by each
resource; that is, the state of the resource. This is
opposed to the idea of giving higher priority to the
allocation of full time professors ¿rst.
By varying the amount of resources PHRP +
DTTS produces the best results in terms of the
three metrics and generates the largest number of
feasible solutions (194). Using Random and AP
orderings, 2 and 3 feasible solutions are generated
when utilizing 20 and 24 resources, respectively.
PHRP accomplishes this by ¿nding a larger number
of independent congested availability patterns.
On average, the solutions generated by AP and
Random are approximately 4.5 and 5 worse
than those generated by PHRP, as both are able to
¿nd a greater number of valid solutions.
When analyzing the performance of DTTS
evaluating their performance pro¿le, we found
that approximately 50 of the solutions found
by PHRP + DTTS are equal to the best solution
found in terms of utilization and scheduled courses
rate. However, being only a factor of 0.03 from the
best found solution, about 80 of the solutions
generated by Random and AP are valid. From the
above perspective, the advantage of PHRP over AP
and Random is marginal when valid solutions are
considered.
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Regarding the amount of knowledge required by
the scheduling strategy, we conclude the following:
Since DTTS uses MNR, it is necessary to have
knowledge of the total number of resources and
their status. Having state information is favored
to PHRP that allows to ¿nd 194 feasible solutions.
Knowledge of the professor course load is also
useful, as it allows prioritization for allocating
courses giving better results by issuing higher
importance to professors with bigger academic load
with respect to their availability. Computationally,
prioritization of resources (MNR) and professors
results in a higher computational cost, which
increases the execution time of the heuristics but
it allows us to ¿nd a larger number of feasible
solutions.
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